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Abstract: Local management of rainwater using stormwater control measures (SCMs) is gaining increased attention as a sustainable alternative and supplement to traditional sewer systems. Besides offering added utility values, many SCMs also offer a great potential for added amenity values. One way of achieving amenity value is to stage the rainwater and thus bring it to the attention of the public. We present here a methodology for creating a selection of rain events that can help bridge between engineering and landscape architecture when dealing with staging of rainwater. The methodology uses quantitative and statistical methods to select Characteristic Rain Events (CREs) for a range of frequent return periods: weekly, bi-weekly, monthly, bi-monthly, and a single rarer event occurring only every 1–10 years. The methodology for selecting CREs is flexible and can be adjusted to any climatic settings; here we show its use for Danish conditions. We illustrate with a case study how CREs can be used in combination with a simple hydrological model to visualize where, how deep and for how long water is visible in a landscape designed to manage rainwater.
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1. Introduction

Sustainable Urban Drainage Systems (SUDS), Water Sensitive Urban Design (WSUD), Low Impact Development (LID), Best Management Practices (BMPs) and Stormwater Control Measures (SMCs) are concepts that have gained increasing attention in recent years [1]. The different terms reflect different visions and scopes as well as drivers and priorities, but they generally refer to a similar set of technologies for managing stormwater. Here, SMCs is used. These technologies generally use local detention, retention, infiltration and evaporation to reduce the amount of stormwater leaving a site. They stand in contrast to traditional stormwater management technologies, i.e., mainly underground infrastructure such as pipes and basins, which generally focus on transporting stormwater away from urban areas as efficiently as possible without causing overflows.

SCMs have a potential to deliver multiple additional benefits besides managing stormwater [2–4]. It is often claimed that delivering added benefits with SCMs is crucial for their successful implementation [5–7]. A number of projects demonstrate that it is possible to achieve stormwater...
management goals and in addition enhance the value of the local urban setting [8]. However, there are also examples of less successful projects where the designs do not deliver the expected aesthetic value. A review of 20 European SCM-based projects [9] identified two key parameters in the design that were found crucial to successful stormwater management landscape projects: water dynamics and water accentuation. They concluded that many projects accentuate stormwater features, which in practice are presenting only little water, leading to a disproportion between water and other materials appearing like “dry craters” in the urban landscape. The authors (ibid) [9] in conclusion questioned whether the designers were aware of the dynamics of the amount of water for which they were designing. Backhaus, Dam and Jensen [10] similarly identified dimensioning as one of the major challenges for landscape architects undertaking design of SCMs. Based on observations of the design process and interviews they concluded that simple tools that reflect the distribution of rainfall events would be relevant and valuable for designers. This study aim to develop such a tool, which can help designers improve the amenity value of SCMs through successful staging of water.

1.1. Utility, Amenity and the Staging of Rainwater

Given the multiple benefits that SCMs can deliver, it can be useful to categorize them. Several theoretical frameworks can be used to do so, e.g., the concept of ecosystem services [11–14]. This concept was one of the inspiration sources for the recently developed “Copenhagen Model” for valuing urban nature in the context of climate adaptation [15]. This model distinguishes between “amenity values” (including belonging, coexistence, learning, sensing and community) and “utility values” (including rainwater management, microclimate regulation, CO₂ reduction, noise reduction, air quality improvement, water quality control, and food cultivation). This distinction is in line with one proposed by Echols and Pennypacker [7,16], who used them in the more narrow context of stormwater management; here the “utility goals... provide for hydrological function that protects public health, safety, welfare and aquatic habitat” [16], while “amenity is understood as a feature focused on the experience of stormwater in a way that increases the landscape’s attractiveness or value” [16].

In this paper, the focus is on how to successfully stage rainwater in SCMs. “Staging rainwater” is formulated as designing a landscape feature that actively displays rainwater when it is present, drawing attention to the water itself and to the functionality that the landscape feature has in managing the rainwater. Staging the water is considered a means of achieving some of the amenity values defined by, e.g., the Copenhagen Model and Echols and Pennypacker. The following two sections contain brief reviews of existing tools that have the objective of supporting designers in achieving amenity values and supporting engineers in achieving utility values, respectively.

1.2. Tools to Support Amenity Design

Planning and design tasks are often characterized by a high level of complexity and uncertainty, as many different factors come into play at each specific site, especially so when the new design is being retrofitted into an existing city. Therefore, such tasks are often referred to as “wicked problems” [17] that cannot be solved by linear processes, but need a creative designer to find a good solution for the given context, while considering the social factors. The design work of landscape architects is a creative process, which differs for each individual. Idea generation in the creative process is still accepted to be a “black box”, even though different authors such as Andersson [18] and Lawson [19] have tried to give explanations. What seems to be common for the creation of a landscape design is the iterative character of the process that includes phases of analysis, synthesis, construction, testing and evaluation, with different kinds of technical, spatial, experimental or social knowledge being considered [20,21].

To aid such a process, methods for area analysis (e.g., [22,23]), inspiration from case descriptions of comparable projects (e.g., [24,25]), or inspiration from art and history or a site’s specific identity, go together with technical guidelines, laws and regulations. Additionally, specific design tools for climate change adaptation purposes, such as software or written manuals (e.g., [26,27]), might support the design process.
Backhaus, Dam, and Jensen [10] claim that, to improve stormwater management for amenity design, technical guidelines such as methods for dimensioning, need to be adapted to the designers' needs and working methods. Additionally, it seems helpful to clearly state criteria and goals for “good stormwater design”. Echols and Pennypacker [7,16] were some of the first to offer designers advice on how to create what they call “artful rainwater design” (i.e., environmentally responsible stormwater management that also “educates and delights those who visit” [16]). They defined five overall goals for the amenity design: education, recreation, safety, public relations and aesthetic richness. However, none of these general goals, nor the more specific objectives or the design techniques they offer for achieving the goals, explicitly address staging of water.

1.3. Tools to Support Utility Design

Tools used to support engineers when designing stormwater management systems are often referred to as decision support tools. Such tools are often mathematical models of drainage systems where the engineer can set up different designs, simulate performance under different rainfall scenarios, and work towards a solution that optimizes the relevant goals, such as frequency of sewer surcharge, frequency of sewer overflows, etc. Reviews of simulation models used for designing and studying SCM systems can be found in [28,29], while reviews of a wider range of tools supporting choice of SCMs, including utility values such as minimizing greenhouse gas emissions and regulating microclimate, can be found in, e.g., [30].

Regarding rainfall, even through use of historical or synthetically rainfall time series for design is an emerging field [31] the typical engineering approach is still to construct a synthetic rainfall event with the desired return period to match the functional requirements for the drainage system [32]. Such a rainfall event is referred to as a design storm, and it is constructed based on rainfall statistics such that it represents the worst case scenario in accordance with the fail-safe philosophy generally used in infrastructure planning [33]. Design storms have also been used to design SCMs (e.g., [34,35]) with respect to delivering utility values, but, to our knowledge, they have never been applied with respect to delivering amenity values.

1.4. Bridging between Amenity and Utility Designs

The short review of design support tools provided above demonstrates that landscape architects generally have access to “soft” (descriptive) tools while engineers use “hard” (quantitative) tools.

To ensure utility values, engineers design for “worst case” scenarios by use of synthetic rain events representing the worst imaginable case based on statistical properties. These rain events will determine the overall detention–retention volume required of an SCM. Within this requirement, the shape of the SCM can vary, and this is where the landscape architect’s design skills come into play. To envision how water will appear in the SCM on a more frequent basis, it is useful to know more about more frequent rains. It would be possible to use the statistical methods of the engineers and create more frequent synthetic rains, but by picking a few representative historic rain events the output can be much more “tangible” and the design process run smoothly.

To bridge between amenity and utility values the Three Points Approach (3PA) was used. The 3PA is a conceptual model developed to facilitate interdisciplinary communication regarding urban stormwater management solutions [36,37]. The approach identifies three unique domains of rainfall where different rules, stakeholders and priorities dominate. Traditionally, stormwater management has only addressed the utility value, where dimensioning criteria, environmental regulations, etc. prescribe how utility companies must design and operate stormwater management systems. Increasing urbanization, together with expected increase in frequency of larger storms due to climate change, has resulted in an increased interest in reducing cities’ vulnerability to flooding, calling for solutions targeting extreme events. At the same time, increasing demands for sustainability and livability, i.e., amenity values, can be interpreted as an increased interest in small rains with higher frequency (everyday rain).
1.5. Aim and Content

The aim of this study was to develop a methodology for producing a set of Characteristic Rain Events (CREs) for landscape architects to use in the design of SCMs in order to improve amenity values without compromising utility values. It is assumed that a set of specific, historic rain events that represent the more frequent rains in a given climate may provide a better insight into the varying nature of rainfall, and further that such a specific dataset can support testing of designs and thus more easily identify the optimal dimensions of the varies sub-volumes making up the necessary detention–retention volume of the SCM. In the following sections, the methodology developed for choosing CREs is described; the concept is illustrated by presenting the resulting CREs for Greater Copenhagen, Denmark, and by showing how these CREs are used to evaluate an SCM design case study. Finally, the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology are discussed.

2. Methodology

2.1. Analysis of Rainfall Records

2.1.1. Rainfall Data and Aggregation of Rain Events

The CREs were extracted from a 36-year rain record covering the period 1979–2015 obtained from a tipping bucket rain gauge with 1 min recordings located in Copenhagen, Denmark. SCMs generally have a detention volume for delay before discharge, and/or a retention volume from where the water can infiltrate and evaporate. Depending on a combination of natural parameters (such as the soil’s hydraulic conductivity) and design requirements (such as the maximum allowed rate of flow out of the SCM), water will empty from the SCM and the detention–retention volume of the SCM will be regained. Many places, a rule of thumb says that an SCM should have regained its capacity within 24 h in order to be ready for receiving the next rain (e.g., [38]). Accordingly, rainfall is aggregated based on a threshold of minimum 24 h of no rain between events for the SCM to be able to empty between events; in other words, if there was less than 24 h of dry weather between two rain records, they were considered as part of the same rain event. To assess the influence of this choice, the result of using a 24 h threshold is compared with the result of using thresholds of 12 and 48 h.

2.1.2. Categorization of Rain Events

First, the return periods of relevance to amenity and utility values were considered. This resulted in the following categories, where the first three are assumed relevant to amenity values and the last two to utility values:

1. From 1 mm to once per week;
2. From once per week to twice per month;
3. From twice per month to once per month;
4. From once per month to once every two months; and
5. From once every two months to once every 10 years.

The lower boundary for individual events considered was set at 1 mm since this typically reflects the initial loss of the system.

Then, to identify the relevant rain depths and rain duration, we first used the median plotting position [39] to determine which category of return period the individual rain events of the 36-year rain record belonged to, based on their ranking:

$$T_{\text{median}} = \frac{T + 0.4}{\text{rank} - 0.3}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $T_{\text{median}}$ is the return period, $T$ is the length of the time series, and rank is the rank number of the given event based on magnitude.

Based on this, the return periods were converted into depth intervals, by calculating the minimum and maximum rain depths observed within each category.
To finally create categories of event durations the following three intervals were considered:

1. Under 6 h;
2. Between 6 and 24 h; and
3. Above 24 h.

In practice, the first category was also bound by a minimum duration of 2 min and the last category by a maximum duration of five days.

2.1.3. Selection of Characteristic Rain Events (CREs)

For each of the 15 categories of rain events (five depth intervals times three duration intervals), we selected a statistically representative CRE based on the distribution of rainfall intensities. Firstly, we produced a distribution of rainfall intensities for each rain event by ranking all the recorded one-minute intensities in descending order. Secondly, we calculated the mean of the intensities for each rank to produce a mean distribution of intensities, creating a fictive mean rain event. Finally, we found the CRE among the actual rain events by least square optimization against the fictive mean rain event, also weighing in the length of the event as:

$$\min(\Sigma Q) = \min\left(\sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{(y_i - \bar{y})^2}{N}\right)$$

where $y_i$ is the event rainfall intensity at rank step $i$ of the ranked event, $\bar{y}$ is the mean rainfall intensity at rank step $i$ of the ranked events, and $N$ is the number of time steps in the event.

The observed rain event that comes closest to the fictive mean, i.e., has the “most average” distribution of intensities, was identified as the CRE for its category.

2.2. Case Study

2.2.1. Context of Case Study and Design Suggested

The case used to demonstrate the application of CREs is a stormwater management project of 10 ha in the city of Ballerup in Greater Copenhagen, Denmark (Figure 1), aiming to alleviate problems with frequent flooding. The project was conducted by the German architectural office Gruppe F. The suggested solution includes retention and infiltration of stormwater runoff in green areas between houses, with no discharge from the area. Water droplets on a smooth surface inspired the design, which consists of a simple grass landscape with small circular pools and hills that change their appearance depending on water levels. It was the designers’ intention to not only secure the area from flooding, i.e., meet the utility performance goal, but at the same time “stage” the rainwater on the big lawns of the area and create a design that changes its appearance with the size of the rains, i.e., harvest amenity values too. The necessary retention volume was calculated using a simple spreadsheet for SCMs provided by the Water Pollution Committee of the Society of Danish Engineers [40].
2.2.2. Hydrological Model of Rainwater Flow through Retention Units

A simple mathematical model was developed to describe the flow of stormwater runoff through the retention system described above to provide a dynamic picture of how much water will be visible in the system over the course of a CRE. As illustrated in Figure 2, the model is based on the following sequence of processes explained using the case area: mathematical models of retention units are included in most of the major software packages for simulating drainage systems (e.g., [41–43]), and more detailed stand-alone models have also been developed (e.g., [44,45]). However, for our purpose, the complexity of these models was unnecessary and unwanted. Rather, a simplified process expression was developed in order to achieve a fast and robust model focused on producing a chronology of visible water level during single rain events. The processes included in our retention model are illustrated in Figure 2. The sequence of processes is as follows:

1. Rain falls on a roof surface, where it is first “lost” to initial wetting of the surface; excess water is conveyed to the ditch.
2. In the ditch, runoff from the roof is added to rainwater falling directly in the ditch; again, water is first “lost” to wetting of the surface and the uppermost layer of the soil due to infiltration. Excess water is conveyed to the lowest, level 1 of the retention area.
3. In level 1 of the retention area, water from the ditch is added to rainwater falling directly in the retention area. Again, an initial “loss” to wetting of the surface and the uppermost soil layer is removed first. Excess water is infiltrated into the deeper soil, at a rate that is not allowed to exceed the hydraulic conductivity of the native soil multiplied with the bottom area of the level. Excess water is accumulated in the level.
(4). If the accumulated rainwater in the retention level 1 exceeds the maximum depth of the level, it spills over to the larger level 2, where the same (area-adjusted) processes of wetting and infiltration take place.

(5). Similarly, if the accumulated water in retention level 2 exceeds the maximum depth of the level, it spills over to level 3, where the same processes of wetting and infiltration take place.

![Flow process of rainwater from roof runoff through retention units included in model for calculating water dynamics by means of CREs.](image)

**Figure 2.** Flow process of rainwater from roof runoff through retention units included in model for calculating water dynamics by means of CREs.

3. Results

3.1. Categorization of Rainfall Depths

The categories of rainfall depths as derived from boundaries defined by return periods (representative for Greater Copenhagen) are presented in Table 1 and related to the domains shown in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category Description</th>
<th>$T_{\text{max}}$ (year)</th>
<th>Depth Interval (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A rain event that occurs between once every two months and once every 10 years (upper limit of domain B)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>23–85 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A rain event that occurs between once per month and once every two months (lower limit of Domain B and upper limit of domain A)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>15–23 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A rain event that occurs between twice per month and once per month</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>8–15 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A rain event that occurs between once per week and twice per month</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>2–8 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A rain event that occurs once per week or more often</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>1–2 mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intersecting rainfall depth intervals with rain event duration intervals yielded the categories that are illustrated with straight dotted lines in Figure 3. Each dot in the figure represents one rain event, plotted as depth versus duration. The figure shows that depth and duration are correlated. The figure also reveals that some categories are more populous than others for each depth interval. Note that four rain events in the time series fall beyond the chosen intervals of depth (they belong to domain C of the 3PA), and 17 events fall beyond the chosen intervals of event duration (they are longer than five days, 7200 min); these events are excluded from the subsequent analyses.
3.2. The Influence of Aggregation Threshold

Figure 4 shows the distribution of rain events among the five categories of rainfall depth when using three different dry weather durations as threshold values for the event aggregation (12, 24 and 48 h). The individual events (grey lines) are plotted by ranking the rainfall intensities for each minute of the events in descending order (as explained in the introduction); the black lines represent the mean intensity event and the red lines represent the most characteristic event (as determined by Equation (2)). The figure shows that the number of events (NoE) decreases with increasing dry weather threshold length. However, the mean aggregated event duration (μ) and the corresponding standard deviation of this (σ) do not change as noticeably between the different dry weather threshold values. Hence, it was concluded that the choice of CREs is relatively insensitive to choice of dry weather threshold length, and for the rest of the study only rain events resulting from using the threshold value of 24 h of no rain between events are considered.
Figure 4. Rain events divided into categories based on rainfall depth (rows) and dry weather aggregation threshold value (columns), plotted as a function of rainfall intensity from most to least intense minute during the event. Grey lines represent the historical events in each category, black lines represent the calculated mean intensity event for each category, and red lines represent the historical event that most resembles the mean event of its category. NoE = Number of events; \( \mu \) = mean event duration; \( \sigma \) = standard deviation of the event duration.

3.3. Selection of CREs

Figure 5 shows all rain events categorized according to both rainfall depth and event duration plotted in the same way as Figure 4. As in Figure 3, this reveals a general trend of depth and duration to be correlated such that deeper events are also longer events. We chose the five final CREs as the CRE of the most populous duration interval within each depth interval, as indicated by the
highlighted boxes in the figure, with one exception: for the second depth interval (2–8 mm), the first duration interval is slightly more populous than the second, however all three intervals contains numerous events, and therefore we found that the middle interval is most representative for all three intervals.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** Individual rain events, divided in categories based on rainfall depth (rows) and rain event duration (columns) based on 24 h aggregation threshold, ranked from most to least intense minute. Grey lines represent the historical events in each category, black lines represent the mean intensity event for each category, and red lines represent the historical event that most resembles the mean event of its category. NoE = Number of events; μ = mean event duration; σ = standard deviation of the event duration.
The main properties of the final five CREs are summed up in Table 2. For example, CRE 1, the rain event that can be said to represent a typical weekly recurring rain in Greater Copenhagen, is a very mild rain with only 1.8 mm of rainwater falling in just over an hour. CRE 2 can be said to be the most representative of all the CREs as it represents the largest share of all events. To understand the rainfall dynamics of the CREs, practitioners should observe the chronology of the events (as done in Figure 7).

Table 2. Main properties of the final five CREs for Greater Copenhagen. \( T_{\text{max}} \) stands for return period of the upper boundary of the category that the CRE represents. Share of events reflects the relative number of events that fall within the category that the CRE was selected from, compared to the total number of events included in the analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CRE</th>
<th>( T_{\text{max}} ) (Year)</th>
<th>Share of Events (%)</th>
<th>Depth (mm)</th>
<th>Duration (min)</th>
<th>Duration (day:h:min)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>42.4</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>1:20:02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>4396</td>
<td>3:01:16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>2144</td>
<td>1:11:44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>937</td>
<td>0:15:37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0:01:14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Check for Seasonal Distribution

The seasonal distribution of events within each category was investigated to assess if there is any apparent seasonality in the selected CREs. Figure 6 plots the percent of events in each category that falls within each season. The figure shows that, in the categories from which the final CREs were chosen, which include a large number of events, the events seem to be distributed relatively evenly across seasons. Uneven distribution of events is mainly found where there are few events and for the most infrequent events. As such, the CREs represent events that can happen all year round in Greater Copenhagen.
Figure 6. Seasonal distribution of the considered rain events split into same depth-duration categories as in Figure 5.

3.5. Flow of CREs through a Retention Unit

 Results of running the five CREs through the simple hydrological model are shown in Figure 7. For each of the five CREs, the figure includes from left to right: (1) a chart displaying the partition of rainwater into a part that for some time is visible in the retention area (Figure 1) and a part that
immediately “disappears” due to wetting and infiltration; (2) a chronology of rainfall intensity and depth of visible water in the retention area; and (3) a map of the extent of visible water at the peak of the water level.

Figure 7 shows that, for CRE 1, the rain falls in a continuous manner for about one hour, and results in a maximum of about 5 cm of visible water in the smallest ponds of the retention area (level 1), with visible water lasting about 10 h in total. The amount of water that at any time during the event becomes visible corresponds to about 40% of the total rainfall volume, with 60% of the water “disappearing” immediately due to wetting and infiltration.

CRE 2 is composed of three peaks with a few hours between, of which the first peak “disappears” completely, i.e., the entire volume is lost to wetting and infiltration without any visible accumulation of water. The wetting effect is however conserved, so the second peak of the event immediately results in visible water accumulating in level 1 and rather quickly filling it up and spilling over into level 2. Because of the large area in level 2 and thus associated large losses, it requires large volumes of rain to achieve any visible water at this level, which this event does not deliver. As soon as the rain stops, the water level starts dropping steadily, with the exception of a little rise following the third peak of the aggregated rain. Compared to CRE 1, a larger part (50%) of the total rainfall volume becomes visible during the event.

CRE 3 can also be roughly divided into three parts, with the first part delivering a volume large enough to almost fill level 1 of the retention area, and the second part spilling into level 2 and “disappearing” there completely, like in CRE 2. Again, this is followed by a pause where the water level drops well below level 2 followed by a little re-rise caused by the last part of the rain event. Even though more water spills from level 1 to level 2 compared to CRE 2, it is distributed over a longer duration resulting in larger losses due to infiltration, preventing visible water in level 2 and a smaller share (35%) of this CRE being visible.

CRE 4 is a much longer event than CRE 3, including a long period of steady rain, halfway into which the accumulated volume saturates the losses in level 2 and a little water becomes visible across this larger area. However, the effective infiltration in the large area of unit 2 is significantly larger than in the smaller area of unit 1, and the intensity of CRE 4 is not enough to deliver significantly more rain than what is continuously lost to infiltration. Therefore, the water level in unit 2 does not increase substantially above the surface at any point during the event. The percent of visible water increases slightly (38%) compared with CRE 3.

CRE 5 represents a significantly less frequent rain event than CREs 1–4 (belonging to domain B of the 3PA). It includes periods of significantly more intensive rainfall. Consequently, CRE 5 rather quickly fills up level 1 and at the second large peak of the event also quickly matches the losses of level 2 resulting in a significant depth of visible water across the large area of this level. This also entails that this CRE has the largest share of water that turns visible (56%).
Figure 7. Illustration of results from running the five CREs through a simplified hydrological model of the retention area of the case study (Figure 1). Leftmost chart displays the partition of the total event volume between water that immediately disappears due to wetting or infiltration and water that accumulates on the surface and becomes visible. Central chart displays timeline of rainfall intensity during the CRE and resulting depth of visible water in the retention area. Rightmost part shows a map-based illustration of the areal extent of the visible water at the peak of visibility during the event.

4. Discussion

4.1. Selection of CREs

The methodology of selecting CREs places weight on the following characteristics of rain events: their return period (frequency), their duration (aggregated), their total volume (directly linked to the return period and duration) and their intensities. All of these characteristics can be assessed mathematically from standard high-resolution rain gauge data, and it is therefore feasible to select historical events based on these characteristics. However, rain events can be characterized in additional ways, for example with regards to the weather pattern that produced them (which would influence the subjective perception of the event) or the antecedent moisture level in the soil (which would influence how fast the rainwater infiltrates into the soil and how much rainwater becomes visible). Such characteristics cannot be extracted from the rain gauge data alone; assessing them would require additional data sources and/or simulation models. Hence, when we label the selected
rain events as “characteristic”, we are limited to the characteristics that can be calculated from the rain data alone, and cannot claim that they are “characteristic” in all possible aspects.

Regarding the selection of return periods, the choice was subjective and can be debated, but this choice can also easily be changed to suit other preferences and objectives. One advantage of the present choice is its anchor in a previous definition of the domains of the 3PA for Denmark, thus setting it within a framework that has a proven ability to bridge between different professions working with managing rainwater in cities.

Regarding the selection of event durations, the choice was influenced by the length of the events that resulted from the aggregation method. The raw data could have been used (with an aggregation threshold of one hour), which would have resulted in shorter events in all categories. With the intended use of the CREs (for staging water in SCMs), this would have been less appropriate, since a single (non-aggregated) CRE would often not result in a distinct response in the SCM. Instead, the response would to a much higher degree depend on the previous rain events, thus weakening the power of interpretation that can be assigned to each CRE.

Regarding the intensities’ characteristic, the choice was based on the ranked rainfall intensities within the (aggregated) events, disregarding any dry periods. With this simplification, the full variability in the dynamics within the different events cannot be addressed. However, it is considered a reasonable choice, since any dry period within the event will necessarily be smaller than the separation threshold (of 24 h) and hence not be of great influence on the response of the SCM.

The Danish rainfall pattern is unique in its relatively even distribution all year round (mean rainfall depth in the driest month is approximately 40 mm, compared to approximately 80 mm in the wettest month). Seasonal variation manifests itself in the less frequent events, with spring and summer thunderstorms being responsible for intensive cloudbursts that challenge urban drainage systems. With the focus on the more frequent “daily” rain events in this study, this phenomenon has little impact, as is demonstrated in the check for seasonal distribution (Figure 6). In other climates where seasons play a larger role than in Denmark (e.g., those with a distinct dry season), the selection methodology would have to be adapted to reflect this (e.g., by defining a return period of a CRE as “once per week within the wet season”) to ensure realistic communication regarding when to expect visible water in the SCM.

4.2. Simulating Flow of a CRE in an SCM

The presented model of flow through a retention area was intended to provide an example of how the dynamics of CREs will result in different levels of visible water over time in an SCM. One of the important simplifying choices made in the model is the use of hard coded values for so-called “initial losses” (including wetting of the roof surface, the grassed surfaces and the uppermost soil layers). This means that every event simulation starts with the same conditions, which were assessed to represent average year-round moisture conditions in Denmark. However, in reality, there will be significant differences in antecedent moisture conditions between, e.g., summer and winter (with low temperatures and high humidity in winter entailing that there are much smaller initial losses and hence more visible water can be expected). Overcoming this barrier would require a model that includes evapotranspiration, run in continuous mode for several years, and then analyzing the response events rather than the rain events. This is considerably more resource demanding than the modeling approach undertaken here, and it is believed that the added value does not outweigh the extra effort. A compromise could be to run simulations with varying values of initial losses to reflect different conditions, e.g., seasons, which might be a reasonable additional step in more ambitious projects.

The model is tailored to the case study, and applying it to a different SCM design would require some adaptation. In other words, the model, unlike the CREs, is not an “off the shelf” tool that a designer can use immediately. However, the principles behind it are, as mentioned before, rather simple, and the method could potentially be included as an add-on in design tools used by landscape architects.
4.3. Usefulness of CREs

CREs have been tested on a real-life case study but not in direct collaboration with the designers; therefore, it is not possible to conclude on the usefulness to designers of CREs in the design phase. Possible advantages may include:

1. A simple table such as Table 1 will provide useful key figures that can aid the designer in proportioning different sub-volumes within an SCM that can stage frequent rain events.
2. Taking a step further from summary properties of CREs to inspection of a graphical chronology of the different CREs, as included in Figure 7, may add further benefits. For example, it promotes an understanding of rain events in the context of SCMs as being aggregated over longer periods of alternating rain/no rain rather than being single “showers”. Furthermore, such a chronology gives an idea about the varying rainfall intensities during frequent rain events, which are generally much lower than those used to set the overall dimensions of the transport elements of the SCM. This knowledge can be used to design transport elements that stage also frequent flows.
3. Taking the last step from inspection of the chronology of the CREs to simulating the resulting chronology of visible water in an SCM design gives the designer a powerful interactive tool to optimize the design. Small changes in the shape of an SCM can lead to large improvements in how often water is visible. The case study was already designed with the goal of staging frequent rains, by making “depressions within depressions”, i.e., sub-volumes, and the simulation shows that this was successfully achieved.

Simulating the hydrological fate of the different CREs confirms the importance of initial losses. A general lesson that can be learned from this is that in order to stage water during frequent rain events, runoff needs to be concentrated in rather small areas, or sub-volumes (and not spread out evenly over large areas). However, this strategy may entail other challenges: as can be seen from the chronology, the small units empty slowly (much slower than the recommended 24 h), calling for vegetation with a huge amplitude in soil humidity tolerance. It would be necessary to strike a balance between concentrating the water in small enough depressions to make it visible, while also making sure that this does not result in unattractive mud holes.

5. Conclusions

In this study, a recognized need for a simple design tool that can help landscape architects in staging water in SCMs is addressed, by suggesting the use of a collection of historical rain events that can be said to be characteristic of the location in question and of the frequency at which designers expect rainwater to be visible in the SCM. A methodology is developed for choosing such events from a rain gauge data series, and it is applied to a series from Greater Copenhagen, Denmark, presenting five final Characteristic Rain Events (CREs) for this climate. A simple model to describe water flow through an SCM based on a retention area in a specific case study was also developed; it was used to investigate how much visible water was induced by each of the five CREs. It is concluded that: (1) it is possible to identify characteristic rain events in a statistically sound way; (2) basic knowledge about the frequency, duration and depth of such events may significantly increase designers’ awareness towards the types of rainfall relevant to target when designing for water visibility; and (3) a simple hydrological model of flow through an SCM may additionally enhance the usefulness of the CREs by illustrating how well a specific design is able to stage rainwater.
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